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Results

Data and Model

Predicting vehicle trajectories, angle and speed, is important for safe and comfortable driving. This work focuses on fusing 
inputs from camera sensors and visual map data which lead to significant improvement in performance and plays a key role in 
winning the challenge. We use pre-trained CNN's for processing image frames, a neural network for fusing the image 
representation with visual map data, and train a sequence model for time series prediction. We demonstrate the best performing 
MSE angle and best performance overall, to win the ICCV 2019 Learning to Drive challenge.

Models and Code: github.com/mdiodato/cu-iccv-2019-learning-to-drive-winners

Semantic map features used

Deep neural network architecture: pre-trained ResNet and fully 
connected  network that feeds into an LSTM model. This and the 
output of the ResNet model on the current image are fed into an 
angle and speed regressor.

Example training images

Parameters and results for 5 different models and the result of the 
ensemble. The best overall result is an ensemble. Individually, we note 
that inclusion of the semantic map reduces the MSE by about 300, 
comparing models 1 and 4.  Models 3 and 4 likely suffer from 
overfitting as evidence by the increasing test MSE, although the 
training loss decreased. Best standalone and overall models are in bold.

Example test images

Performance across various zones: the ensemble 
method did worst in the pedestrian sections and best 
in Zone80. Presumably, pedestrian sections would be 
hardest to train due to the unpredictability of cities 
and people. Zone80 sections are likely straighter and 
require less change in speed and steering angle and 
would probably be easier to train. Likewise, Right and 
Left sections, which would require learning a turn, 
would be difficult, but Straight segments are easier to 
train and performed better.
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